Slovakia Ecotourism Placement – Sean Quinn – Aug/Sept 2018

Shortly after starting my course in Arboriculture, and with the desire to gain practical
experience, and satisfy my sense of adventure, I discovered the Erasmus scheme.
After the initial application to the scheme, I was apprehensive unsure of what to
expect… It was an adventure from the start…. I travelled to Budapest from
Leeds/Bradford Airport, where I met my fellow placement colleagues (from other UK
courses), we travelled in a taxi for two hours on arrival, and I had finally arrived at the
Kingfisher centre – my home for the next month. We were greeted by the host Ida,
who welcomed and showed us to our house, where it was decided who was sharing
a room with who.

The next morning was induction day. Ida, and her father
Jozsef introduced us to the Ipel’ union - an ecotourism
partnership, consisting of business on both sides of the
Ipel’, or Ipoly river. As the river
marked the
A tour of the footpaths

Slovakian/Hungarian border,
the Ipel union is an international

partnership where we would be working on conservation
tasks, as well as in partnership with other business and
stakeholders in the union. Having been introduced to the
educational centre where we were based, we were taken
on a walk along the river, where I saw the first of many
kingfishers, and into an area which was under the
communist era was modified into a rice growing region.
This area, now protected on the Slovakian side by nature
reserve, and the Hungarian side by national park, is an
important habitat for numerous different species. Later we
were also shown around Sahy, the local town, essentials
like supermarkets, restaurants and pubs, places to swim in
the river, and to the van which would be our transportation
for the rest of the placement.

Some of the wildlife seen early
on

The remainder of the first week was spent clearing and
improving footpaths in the woodland around the
kingfisher centre. We worked as one team, and
sometimes split into smaller teams – giving the group a
chance to really get to know each other and learn,
utilising the range of hand held and power tools provided

Starting on the Acacia

to clear Acacia, which is an invasive species in the area, and quickly grows wherever
the native woodland is cleared. It was an extremely hot week causing a lot of sweat,
particularly when wearing the protective trousers whilst using the strimmer! Further
to the practical skills I saw and learnt a lot within the
working area in the turkey oak forest. Some of the
highlights include seeing two black woodpeckers
together on one tree, caddisflys, falcons, kingfishers,
deer, and looking out from the watchtower over to the
Strimming

volcanic Borzony Hills in Hungary.

In the evenings, often tired from the working day we
were free to do as we pleased. The group chose to
cook together; some nights we cooked in the lodge,
other nights were camp fires and BBQs, loosing several
sausages on occasion to the fire. One of the evenings a
few of us walked down to a bird hide in the rice fields,

Bird hide and rice fields

and sat and enjoyed the environment for a few hours
watching starlings trying but not quite forming murmurations. I also went out running
and cycling, and generally took the opportunity to explore the remote local area,
feeling safe to do so having checked in with the host and utilising my map reading
skills.
Weekend’s mean time off, and when you’re abroad that
means holiday time. With limited public transport in this
remote area, having use of the van was invaluable for
exploring all that Slovakia and Hungary have to offer. On
Esztergom

the Saturday the group ventured to Esztergom in Hungary, and visited the absolutely
massive Esztergom Basilica where we explored to its
full from all the way to the top of the dome, to the
Indiana Jones style basement. Being the largest
building in Hungary it was visible from some distance
away. A short drive back across the bridge into
Slovakia, we spent the evening at a thermal heated
water park in Sturovo, riding on all the slides in the 30 degree hot water thermal spa,
and just sitting in the water - a perfect way to relax after a week of hard work.

On the Sunday some of the group, tired after the first week
decided to rest, whilst the other half of us went back into
Hungary out hiking in the Borzony Hills, up through the beech
forest to the highest peak in the area, Csovanyos (938m). The
view from the top was stunning, forest as far as the horizon in
each direction, interrupted occasionally by huge volcanic rock,
remnants from the areas geological history. We chose a circular
route and on the way down encountered more of
the volcanic history of the area, as well as recent
history of storms and weather events as we
walked through the steep woody valley past
mountain huts and along an old railway, and
navigated around the vast amount of fallen beech
trees.

The second working week was a continuation of the work started
in the first week, finishing the improvements to the footpaths and
nature trails. The Ipel union is responsible for two paths; one at
7km forms a loop up the hill behind the centre, the other 14km
along the river through the wildflower meadows and woodland. A
lesson in Slovakian had been organised for us which helped to
reduce the confusion as, due to the area’s history a lot of the
population speak Hungarian, and also enabled us to order a taxi if we wanted to visit

the pub. This week it was also organised visits to some of the other business in the
area including a horse stables in Hungary. We all had a chance to ride the horses in
return for some work on the farm. Wild swimming in the river was another highlight of
the week, demonstrating an additional way to
appreciate the river and to unwind. Towards the end of
the week the group worked on the construction of dams
in the woodland to help manage the water catchment.
This was a really good team exercise, with everyone
utilising their own skills in the different roles involved
from clearing and gathering the materials to planning
and putting the pieces together for dam construction.
No easy task when faced with the steep slippery terrain,
and dense foliage. On the Friday evening there was a
really heavy rain storm flooding the local roads. We
went out into town, armed with our new Slovak
language skills from our lesson, and met with some
Germans who were on a multiday wild-camping and
walking trip across Europe. Excited to have met other
western Europeans, we were out late that night, trying a
full range of local drinks, and sharing stories.

The second weekend was another hike, this time from Slovakia and over the border
into Hungary and up to a castle with beautiful panoramic views back over into
Slovakia. On the way up the hike we stumbled across
a camp site, and the owner, whose name was also
Jozesf was really interested to meet us, find out why
we had come. So impressed he was that he gave us a
tour of his land, and all the things he had built
including a lake, tree houses, zip line and a
hydroelectric power station. We shared a drink with him and continued on the hike.
That evening there was a ‘wine festival’ in a local village, featuring music and wine,
and headlined by an Abba tribute band. Needless to say it turned into another late
night, and another adventure. The next day we travelled to Banska Bystrica, quite a

large city on the edge of the Tatras Mountains, with an interesting history, and a wide
mix of architecture from rustic medieval to concrete soviet, to modern glass tower
blocks. It was interesting going to the museum and seeing all the artillery and
wartime propaganda, and a chance to see the history of WW2 from the Slovakian
perspective. Sunday was probably the wrong day to go to the city however, as most
things were closed as we realised as we walked through
the quiet shopping areas, and looked at all the nice things
we could have bought if they were open. Still it was good
to see what a Slovakian city has to offer, and how people
Banska Bystrica

live in an average place.

Monday morning we were working at a vine yard, a bit of
work in return for lunch and wine tasting. I particularly
enjoyed that day, and the chance to learn about the wine
making process, and explore the cellar! The following day
we were taken to the Danube-Ipoly national park in
Hungary, the same place we had also been hiking
previously, but this time to meet with the ranger - Laszlo.
He gave us a bit of a history
into his search for the one wild
Lynx that exists in Hungary
and all the local legends
surrounding it. We went for a hike in the national park to
learn more about the history and forestry in Hungary and
how the authorities try to make a balance between
conservation and profit from the timber. The following day
we had off, as it was arranged for us to help with a bird
survey in the evening. This involved setting up the nets,
and camping out, without a tent under the stars ready for
an early start tagging the birds at sunrise. We caught and
had close up experiences with kingfishers, yellow
hammer, reed and garden warbler, and many others.
Wild camping

Tired from camping the night before, it had been arranged for us to meet with the
Slovakian forestry commission that day. In contrast to the ranger visit this was to tell
us about how they make money from the timber and
manage the forests in Slovakia. After an extensive tour
of woodland, the day finished, unexpectedly, at an ‘end
of summer’ party to which we were invited. To cut a
long story short - it involved foresters, swimming in a
Forestry Comission Team

lake, goulash, and volleyball.

Some of the group travelled to Vienna on the third weekend, I
and two of the others choose to stay at the kingfisher centre for
some more local experiences. We had been here two weeks but
there was still so much more to experience. It was strange being
separated from half the group after spending so much time
together, and so quiet out in the woodland. We went for a late night walk up to the
watch tower to watch the dark skies and the moon rising. It was nice to sit back and
listen to the sounds of insects and animals roaming the forest, deer? Wild Boar?
Lynx? We didn’t know, its dark, and if we put
our torches on the noise stops. A day was
spent cycling into Sahy where there was a
kayak festival organised to promote the area.
We enjoyed a birds of prey display, and an
eagle flew right over my head. On the Sunday I went for a solo hike in Hungary, up
to a peak to see the Danube River from above. I enjoyed the time alone walking in
the forest, and it gave me an opportunity to reflect on my experiences during the
week.

Campfire

Kingfisher at the kingfisher centre

Sunflowers

And so we were into our finial working week. More time
was spent working on the dams, perfecting our forest
engineering and team work skills. There was another
outing with the ornithologists, this time camping in a
marsh area, aiming to catch different birds including but
unsuccessfully spotted crake. We had a day out to a
mining town Banska Stiavnica which was another
highlight of the trip. A full day included museums, art
galleries, botanical gardens, a castle, and going down a
mine for a couple of hours! Another particular highlight
this week was a chance to Kayak along the Ipel river, to
gain yet another perspective, and also really relax and
just take in the tranquillity of the area. We were also
asked to go into a school to give the students an
opportunity to speak English to native speakers, which
was another unexpected task of the placement but one
I thoroughly enjoyed as the students were keen to learn about British culture.

As our time was coming to an end we got the
opportunity for one more hike, this time on the
opposite side of the Danube. We climbed up
through a ravine up ladders and holding onto ropes,
quite an exciting walk. At the summit there was an
amazing view of the Danube bend, a much sought
after view. The last few days were spent in Budapest

Danube Bend from predkaloszek

exploring the Hungarian capital, seeing its parks,
buildings, museums, and pubs and culture.

Slovakia and the Erasmus placement has given me an immense learning and life
experience which has really expanded my skills and knowledge. Seeing the practical
side of how another country does things, and what problems are faced will be
valuable in my studies and working life. I have also had an unforgettable time and

now know what it’s like to live somewhere I would never have considered living. I
would recommend it to anyone who wants to learn, meet new people, and have an
adventure.

